
Wines and Chateaux is a French DMC that

specialises in

Wine & Gourmet tours and Events in  the 

Burgundian vineyards.

Both managers  Tanneguy de RAVEL and Catherine THEVENIN 
have been in the winetourism business for more than 15 
years . 

With this extensive knowledge, they have been planning wine 
tours filled with enduring memories in and around the 
vineyards –

They would like to share this with you.
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Getaway packages & Tailor made holidays
to those who would like to spend an overnight, a weekend or several days in 
the heart of the vineyards.

Selecting the best of the wine domains, châteaux, hotels and restaurants, in 
a few days  you will experience another world where the rich culture, history 
and tradition of Burgundy will be revealed.

OUR GUIDES
Our excellent expert guides are the key for a great day trip
They are knowledgeable and passionate about wine, local attractions and 
French history in general. Professional, fun and enthusiastic, they are eager
to share their knowledge with you. They speak fluent English language. But 

also Spanish, Italian, Portuguese.



. Our offers

Private wine tours in size from 2 to 30 ( sometimes 
more …)  showing the hidden charms of Burgundy 

wine and unravelling the secrets of terroir .

Wine and food experiences off the beaten track
Cooking classes, market tours, truffle hunting,

wine-tasting seminars, 

Elegant boutique hotels , Beauty spa and well being 

Tours and tastings at the wine estate & château.
River cruises 

Private visits of the Burgundian heritage 



Where to go in Burgundy ?

CHABLIS AND AUXERROIS
COTE DE NUITS
COTE DE BEAUNE
COTE CHALONNAISE
MACONNAIS



How to discover
Burgundy ?
In a minivan, minibus or coach

On a Bike ( self-guided or guided)
On foot  

On an Helicopter , Hot air balloon ,    
small aircraft

In Jeeps, Citroen 2 cv, WW Coccinelle
Solex, Segway

Horse-drawn cart , horse back 
and so on …



What to discover in Burgundy ?
Fabulous wines, 

Fantastic gastronomy

Gorgeous Lansdscapes , vineyards

Religious Heritage, Historical castles

Historical towns and monuments, museums

The waterways ( canal de Bourgogne, canal du centre ), 
lakes and rivers

Bike and hike trails ( Veloroute, Voie Verte) 



Where to stay

Prestigious hotels , Boutique-hotels , Chateaux with spa 

5 ***** to    charming 3*** 

Or    

Guest houses

or 

Properties to rent : chateaux, villas, apartments with all the     

services



parWhat to eat ? 

Parsleyed ham Blackcurrant Gingerbread Mustard

Cheeses Snails Black truffles



parWhere to eat ? 

gastronomic restaurants Michelin starred Table d’hotes at the winemaker’s

Country inns                                                                                     Wine bars



Seminars and Events

Our highlights in Burgundy: 
Easy access, gastronomy, vineyards, heritage                                                                      
architecture, warm atmosphere , 
Breathtaking  landscapes ,  

Numerous activities !

- Your local partner in Burgundy for the  success of your
corporate events

A high-quality service, based on professionnalism

A very good knowledge of the destination  :
suitable facilities , accommodation or venues, best use       
of your budget 



Highlights



See you soon in Burgundy ! 
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